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Species richness maps were derived for the Transvaal region from two different databases, namely a primary
point database based on actual survey records and a generalized distribution map database. It is shown that sixteenth degree grid square (= ODS in Lombard 1995) species richness maps based on these two data sets for
the region are highly disparate. which may be attributed to overestimation of species distributions by distribution
maps and uneven sampling reflected in the primary point database. The limitations and problems associated
with the two databases are discussed. Of the 10% most species-rich grid squares based on distribution maps
and primary point data, 33,3% and 12% respectively are fully encompassed by existing conservation areas and
are well represented in the sixteenth degree grid square networks selected by two iterative reserve selection
algorithms.
Spesie-rykheidkaarte is vir die Transvaal-area gegenereer vanuit twee verskillende databasisse. naamlik
primere puntdata afkomstig van opnamerekords en algemene spesie-verspreidingskaarte. Daar word aangetoon dat sestiende graad ruitvierkante (= ODS in Lombard 1995) spesie-rykheidkaarte gebasseer op hierdie
twee databasisse grootliks verskil. Dit kan toegeskryf word aan die neiging van verspreidingskaarte am spesieverspreidings te oorskat en die neiging van puntdata am die gevolge van oneweredige opnames te weerspieel.
Die beperkings en probleme verbonde aan die twee databasisse word bespreek. Van die 10% mees spesieryke
ruilvierkante vanuit die verspreidingskaarte en primere puntdata word onderskeidelik 33,3% en 12% ingesluit in
bestaande bewaringsareas, en word goed verteenwoordig in die sestiende graad ruilvierkante wat deur twee
iterasie reservaat~seleksieprosedures aangewys word.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed
Introduction
The term 'biodiversity' has become a buzzword in recent
years and has increased awareness of the intrinsic value of the
variability of living organisms. This debate emphasizes the
importance of regional and national levels of action (Smith,
Pressey & Smilh 1994). Nevertheless, although conservation
of biological diversity is internationally supported, there is no

agreement on the most effective means of achieving longterm conservation goals. This is due, in part. to the various
different definitions of biodiversity. and to our current limited

capabilities of measuring its status and identifying trends.
This process is hampered by {he lack of quality regional and
global data (Belbin 1993) and has highlighted the urgent need

for inventory and monitoring programmes to map the world's
biodiversity (Wilson 1985; Margules & Nicholls 1987; Margules & Stein 1989; ICBP 1992; Dickman. Pressey. Lim &
Parnaby 1993; McNeely 1994) and make decisions on where
or how it is to be permanently protected.

One mea..;ure of biodiversity is species richness (defined as
number of species per unit area), an index that has been
described as a 'simple but powerful' (SCOll. Csuti, Jacobi &

finally there is the actual selection procedure itself. The second aspect of the procedure, namely what data to use on a
regional scale, is what we are primarily concerned with in this
paper.
Although decisions need to he made with the very incom-

plete inventory of information available at present, care
should be taken when evaluating the results of conservation
assessments, and the inadequacies of the databases acknowledged. The reliahility of the underlying database is often not
described and has a vital bearing on the validity of the results

of conservation evaluation and planning exercises. We thus
examine and compare the implications of dctcrmining
regional species richness using (i) published distribution
maps to derive an 'estimated extent of occurrence' and (ii)
primary point survey data to estimate 'area of occupancy', We
also examine the distribution of the existing protected areas in
the Transvaal region in relation to species-rich areas.

Materials and Methods
This study is confined to the mammalian fauna of the former

Transvaal Province of South Africa, which covers approxi-

Estes 1987), 'convenient' (Usher 1986) and 'reasonable and
knowable' (Erwin 1991) approach for selling conservation

mately 23% of South Africa. The former Transvaal Province

priorities. Species richness has been used as a base dataset for

Gauteng. and part of Northwest Province. This paper includes

rnonitori ng changes over time and in the identification of con-

all native terrestrial mammals occurring in the Transvaal
region; subspecies have been treated as separate taxa. Greater

servation priority areas (Kershaw. Williams & Mace 1994).

There arc a number of steps involved in assigning conservation value and in prioritizing sites potentiaJJy targeted for
conservation. First, conservation value must be defined; secondly, a decision must be made on what data should be used
for assigning such a value. This mayor may not be followed

by a selection of manipulative procedures and models, and

now consists of the new Northern Province, Mpumalanga,

South Africa harbours some 243 species (Smithers 1986) representing approximately 6% of the world's total terrestrial
mammalian fauna (Siegfried 1989), of which 201 species
have been recorded within the Transvaal (194 in the primary

point survey database and 189 based on distribution maps;
Appendix 1).
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The primary point database is based on compilations of all

SPECIES RICHNESS BASED ON DISTRIBUTION MAPS

possible data sources for the area including museum collec ~
lions, aerial censuses and simple species lists (for comprehensive source lists see Freitag, Nicholls & Van laarsveld in
press), including those from the former Bophuthatswa na
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Parks. This collation is an attempt to assess the current state
of knowledge on the distribution of terrestrial mammals in the
region and includes 34990 point records for 194 species. The
dataset therefore represents confirmed presence records of

species at different geographic sites only. The distribution
map database represe nts the presence of 189 species in 474
sixteenth degree grid sq uares (15' x IS' ; referred to as QDS by
Lombard 1995) extracted from distribution maps published in
Skinner & Smithers (1990).
Species richness was calculated by simply summing the
number of species recorded as present in the 474 sixteenth
degree grid squares for both datasets se perately. Resultant
richness maps were then produced usi ng the Geographic
Information System REGlS'fM (Automated Methods, Centurion, South Africa).
Di stribution maps may be seen as delimiting the 'extent of
occurrence' of a taxon . This may be defined as the smallest
area containing all known, inferred or projected si tes occupied by the taxon (excluding vagrancy) and does not take discontinuities or disjunctions in disLribution into account (Mace
& Stuart 1994). On the other hand, point data reflect the 'area
of occupancy' within the estimated extent of occurrence. This
area should preferably be measured as the number of occupied grid sq uares at an appropriate scale (Mace & Stuart
1994). Estimates of 'extent of occurrence' and 'area of occupancy' were thus calculated for the Transvaal as the number
of sixteenth degree grid sq uares occupied by each species
based on distribution maps and primary locality records
respectively. While distribution maps tend to show historical
ranges, the primary point data is far more recent, reflecting
current occurrence. We therefore examined the age distribution of the records in the primary point database. In order to
reduce the effects of the vast number of data records contributed by the 1985 Kruger National Park aerial census, multiple
occurrences of the same species found in th e same grid square
by the same reference were removed and each such record
only counted once.
The spatial distribution of protected areas, both public and
private, in the Transvaal region was determined by estimating
the percentage of each sixteenth degree grid square covered
by conservation areas and mapped in REGISTM . The extent of
reservation of the most species-rich grid squares was
assessed, and the positions of these sites compared to those
selected by the rarity-based iterative reserve selection algorithms (see Frei tag el ai., in press) of Margules, Nicholls &
Pressey (1988; unconstrained approach) and Nicholls & Margules (1993; adjacency constrained routine).

Results
Sixteenth degree grid sq uare species richness based on distribution maps for the complete mammalian species complement in the Transvaal region reveals an increase in richness
along a southwest- northeast gradient, with highest richness
found in the northern Kruger National Park (Pafuri area; Figure la). In contrast, comparison of richness maps based on
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Figure 1 Simple sixteen th degree grid square mammal species rich nes s for the Transvaal region. (Top) Species richness based on publi shed distribution maps; (midd le) spec ies richness based on primary
point data; (bottom) species richness difference (top-middle) .

primary point data for the same grid squares do not show thi s
strong southwest-northeast gradient, although there is also an
area of high richness in the Pafuri region of the Kruger

National Park (Figure Ib). This ca n be atlributed in part to varying sampling effort, with some grid sq uares showing no, or
only very limited mammal ri chness. It is evident that there are
Jarge discrepancies between species richness based on the two
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sources of data. These differences arc highest in MpumaJanga
(eastern Transvaal) to the west of the Kruger Park where the
estimation of species richness by distribution maps is greater
than that by primary point data by 98 to 121 species (Figure

128
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100

Since these differences will also be influenced by the fact
that distribution maps reflect historical ranges while primary
point data reflect current distribution pallerns, the histogram
in Figure 2 shows the accumulation of primary point records
in la-year intervals from 1900 to 1995. This shows that the
majority of survey data in the Transvaal region was collected
in the 1980's, reflecting very recent distribution data.

Figure 3 depicts the differences in estimates of 'extent of
occurrence' and 'area of occupancy' based on distribution
maps and primary locality records respectively. The histogram clearly shows that a large proportion of Transvaal mam-
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Figure 3 Bar graph illustrating the difference in 'area of occupancy'
and 'extent of occurrence' for mammal species in the Transvaal
region based on the number of grid squares occupied in the primary
(black shading) and distribution map (white shading) databases
respectively.
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mal species have relatively small 'areas of occupancy' (black
shading; 0-80 grid squares), while there is a good spread of

4000

species having small to large 'extents of occurrence' (white

shading).
The percentage area per sixteenth degree grid square dedi-
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cated to conservation is graphically shown in Figure 4 where
the good reserve coverage of the eastern Transvaal region
(most grid squares have >26% of their areas dedicated to con-
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servation) is primarily due to the extent of the Kruger
National Park and surrounding private reserves. Table 1
shows the number of sixteenth degree grid squares in the
study area falling into each of the six classes delimiting the
percentage area under conservation, as well as the number
and percentage areas of the most species-rich grid squares

2000

(top 10%) dedicated to conservation, Over 55% of grid
squares in the Transvaal region arc completely unprotected,

although 18 and 12,5% of these belong to the richest sites
hased on primary point and distribution map data respec-

1000

tively. In contrast, only 4% of grid squares are completely
dedicated to conservation. Twelve and 33,3% of these 19
completely protected grid squares are ranked among the richest sites based on point and map data respectively.
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Figure 2 Histogram showing the temporal accumulation of primary
point survey records in the database used in these analyses.

The amount of overlap between these grid squares with
greatest species richness and the grid squares selected by the

rarity-based reserve selection algorithms for the Transvaal
region based on both data sets (Freitag et al. in press), is given

in Table 2. Based on primary point data, over half of the grid
squares selected by the algorithms belong to the richest sites,
while grid squares selected from the distribution map dataset
incorporate only 23% of the richest sites.
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Figure 4 Map showing estimates of percentage area under conscrvl.ltion per sixtccnth dcgrcc grid

Table 1 Number and percentage of sixteenth degree
grid squares (GSs) with estimated percentage area
under conservation, and number and percentage of the
species richest grid squares (top 10%), based on distribution map and primary point data, falling within these
classes
50 m:hest GSs

48 richest GSs

Pmnl dala

Map data

%ofGS

• of

conserved

GSs

GSs

•

~"

0

268

56,:'i-l.

9

18

1-25

152

:n.07

21

26-:'i0

28

5,91

51-75

5

1,05

76-9Y

2

100

19

'!nor

No.ofGSs
Database

42

12

2:'i,00

II

22

9

18.75

2

5

10,42

0,42

2

4

0

0

4,()!

(0

12

1(,

:n..13

%

12,50

Discussion
The southwest-northeast species richness gradient for mammals in the Transvaal region (Figures la and Ib) is in accordance with previous findings for the Southern African
suhregion (vertebrates - Crowe 1990; mammals - Siegfried
& Brown 1992; Rainbird 1993) and probably reflects the
west-cast increase in rainfall and the fact that the extreme
northern Transvaal represents the southern distribution limit
of spe(.;ies occuring more widely in Central and East Afrka
(Crowe 1990). Marked discrepancies in species ri(.;hness
based on distrihution maps and primary point data. particularly in the eastern Transvaal (Figure Ie), could be an artifact
of uneven sampling effort. The difficulties asso(.;iated with
sampling the rugged escarpent terrain would lead to less
intensive primary point data for this region. However, an
additional possihle explanation (.;ould he that this area, the

in the Transvaal region.

Table 2 Number and percentage (in parentheses) of
the most species-rich sixteenth degree grid squares
(GSs) selected by unconstrained (uncons) and adjacency constrained (constr) iterative reserve selection
algorithms (see text)

Points

•
"

~quarc

Maps

Richest GSs

Algorithm

~elcc(ed

Point.,

uncons

24

14 (58.33)

constr

24

13 (54.17)

uncons

13

3 (23,08)

11

.1 (23,08)

constr

Maps

mountainous Transvaal Drakensherg, represents a transition
.lone between the eastern Transvaal lowveld and the (.;entral
Transvaal highvc1d (Figure 5). Distribution maps may therefore over-predict lowvcld species distributions to the west
while over-estimating the eastward distrihutions of high veld
species. This is plausihle since distrihution maps tend to
extend the range of the spedes relative to the point data as
well as filling in the gaps hetween ohserved point locations
(Mace & Stuart 1994). On the other hand, this region may be
a real habitat ecotone which is utili7ed by species typical of
hoth the eastern lowvcld and western high veld habitats.
The majority of earlier studies have determined species
richness in terms of species' range maps superimposed onto
grid maps of varying sizes and thus estimating the numbers of
species occuring in such quadrats (e.g. Crowe 1990; Siegfried
& Brown 1992; Rainhird 1993; Turpie & Crowe 1994).
Although the use of smaller quadrats may result in greater
predsion, this does not always provide greater a(.;curacy as it
is dependent on detailed knowledge of species distributions.
Distribution maps depict broad ideal and highly generalized
distributions of species, and although many species' ranges
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Figure 5 Map of the Transvaal region showing approximate positions uf the high veld, lowveld and Transvaal Drakensberg escarpment.

have undoubtedly contracted owing to human influence, these
are not taken into account in the majority of published map~.
Such distribution maps, therefore. represent historic species'
distributions, a factor that must be kept in mind even when
making broad~scale regional recommendations, since it is the
primary ohjective of conservation to conserve species where
they occur on the ground at present. In contrast, primary survey data used in the present study is very current, having
mainly been collected between 1980 and 1995 (Figure 2).
This will result in greater certainty for on-the-ground conservation proposals.
Conservation evaluation is scale dependent (Kershaw ef al.
1994), depends on the aims of the protected area network and
should preferably include up-to-date information on the distributions of all species. The commonly used criterion for
determining the effectiveness of a protected area network is
that the most favourable one includes the maximum number
of taxa in the smallest number of sites, or alternatively in the
smallest area. The quality of the outputs produced by conservation planners is thus affected by the accuracy of the species'
distribution maps. These in turn are further influenced by the
resolution of the base data, the level of map generalization
and size of the mapping unit (Stoms, Davis & Cogan 1992).
Limited basic knowledge of species distribution patterns
becomes particularly limiting and prejudicial (Whitehead,
Bowman & Tideman 1992) when determining conservation
priorities and selecting regional or national representative
protected area networks. The use of distribution maps in the
assigning of regional conservation priorities may boa~t spurious precision and carry greater authority than it should, owing
to inherent inaccuracies and generalizations. While these
maps may be useful for the identification of large scale global
trends and priority zones (ICBP 1992), or in instances where
no other data is available. great caution should be exercised
when putting these ideals into practice.
Nevertheless, primary survey data is not without its limitations and pOlential sources of uncertainty in the point data

must be noted: (i) sampling effort in the region has been uneven, resulting in underestimation of some species' distributions, particularly those that are small and inconspicuous. The
effects of varying survey effort are clearly visible in the richness map produced from primary point data (Figure Ib). An
example is that of the Rodentia. where greatest species diversity. based on survey data, is found in a group of four grid
squares in the western Transvaal region (not shown). These
grid squares in fact contain the Pilanesberg National Park
which has recently been extensively surveyed for small mammals (M. Haupt, pers comm 1994). Similarly, the high species
richness in the Pafuri region may be the result of extensive
surveys in this region by the Transvaal Museum. Thus, centres of extreme richness may be an artifact of mere collection
intensity or effort (Gentry 1992), and 'the implication of
biased sampling is that it may say more about the preferences
of the observers than of the wildlife' (Storns ef al. 1992). (ii)
Some of the primary point species distribution data is dated,
and as such species may no longer be present in those areas,
or display large temporal variations in distribution (Pressey,
Cohn & Porter 1990). (iii) Rare species distributions are often
limited to areas where they are expected (Snyder & Johnson
1985) and they may not be as restricted as first thought. This
may also have a bearing on the determination of centres of
endemism, which could reflect intensely surveyed areas (Nelson, Ferreira, Da Silva & Kawasaki 1990). A further effect on
species richness patterns has been the widespread translocation and reintroduction practices in the region. This has been
predominantly aimed at the large charismatic mammals,
namely the carnivores and mega-herhivores.
The status of many mammal species, particularly small
mammals, varies [rom occurring at low densities to having
restricted geographic distributions. This is reflected in the fact
that 128 species (65,3o/c) recorded in primary surveys in theTransvaal region have been found in less than 8,4% of the
entire area (Figure 3). This may in fact be an artifact of limited sampling and survey bias, and they may be commoner
and more widespread than thought at present. Large areas of
this region are still unsurveyed and require basic surveys (Figure Ib). To obtain reliable data on the highly mobile and
ephemeral species, intense sampling is needed (McKenzie,
Belbin, Margules & Keighery 1989). An important consideration is that estimates of species richness cannot be seen to be
static or absolute (Williams & Gaston 1994) and ideally sampling effort should be adjusted for. However, this is not
always possible. particularly in cases such as this where data
is extracted from a wide variety of museum and other records.
The problems of temporal and spatial variations in the natural
distributions of species have not been taken into account and
therefore no estimates of source and sink areas may be made
(Launer & Murphy 1994). This may have far greater effects
on the conservation of small terrestrial mammalian species
such as rodents which often show microhabitat specificity.
This real problem of limited survey data has been acknowledged by the IUCN in drawing up the new IUCN Red Data
book categories (version 2.2: Mace & Stuart 1994) which has
introduced the 'Data Deficient' category, in which species are
to he afforded the same degree of protection as threatened
taxa until their status is hetter evaluated.
The peak in mammalian species richness occurs in the arid
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savanna hiome of the flonh-eastern Transvaal, which according to Rainbird (1993) contains 17,6% of the total number of
public ally protected areas in South Africa and represents
48,7% of protected land. These figures are mainly due to the
contrihution of the Kruger National Park which, together with
the large number of private conservation areas in the eastern
Transvaallowveld, has resulted in this area being almost completely dedicated to conservation (Figure 4). This area has
also been implicated by rarity-based iterative reserve selection algorithms (Freitag et at. in press) a~ heing of high conservation value for a regional reserve network, and as a high
priority site for the protection of 66 large mammal species in
greater South Africa (Rainbird 1993) and for the South African snake fauna (Lomhard, Nicholls & August, in press). In
the remainder of the Transvaal, however. 94,52% of grid
squares have less than 51 % of their areas under conservation,
(although approximately 25% of these have between 10 and
50% of their areas protected), while 56,54% of grid squares
are completely unprotected (Table 1; Figure 4). Interestingly,
33,33% of the 48 richest sites based on distribution maps
coincide with grid squares which are completely dedicated to
conservation efforts, however only 12% of the richest poinl
data grid squares are completely conserved (Table I). Unfortunately though, 60% and 37,5% (based on primary and distribution map data respectively) of these grid squares have
less than a quarter of their area protected. The total protection
of all these sites is obviously impossihle and stresses the need
for a representative network. Failure to achieve this may
require the design of a conservation strategy for non-protected areas.
Nature reserve selection based solely on numbers of species occuring at different sites is obviously not optimal (as
this leads to unneccessary duplication of widespread common
species before all rare species have been represented). and
iterative selection routines combined with some form of species weighting technique is far more efficient (Kershaw ct at.
1994). It has been suggested that the use of unweighted species richness values in comparing different sites is limited
(Margules, Higgs & Rafe 1982) or is valid only when using
iterative se!cctLon algorithms (Rebelo & Siegfried 1992). This
may be so, but the basis of many conservation evaluation procedures and inventory efforts consists of. or is based on, species lists. The challenge facing us is the development of
methods in which these species lists can be used in imaginative ways in order to ensure that sensible weightings are given
to species. Nevertheless, the question arises whether speciesrich areas may be completely excluded from 'optimal' reserve
networks selected by iterative re~erve selection algorithms.
We thus compared the sixteenth degree grid square networks
selected by two rarity-based algorithms (Margules et al. 1988:
Nicholls & Margules 1993) for the Transvaal region based on
both data sets (Freitag ct at. in press) with the most speciesflch grid squares for the same region. Table 2 shows that over
half (58,33% and 54.17%) of the sites selected from the point
database. using the unconstrained and adjacency constrained
algorithms respectively for only single representations of all
species. do fall within the top 50 richest sites which make up
10,55% of all sites. Although this figure is lower for selections based on the distribution map database (23,08%: Table
2). the most species-rich grid square, containing 129 species,
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was selected in second or third place by the unconstrained and
adjacency constrained algorithms respectively. Kershaw et al.
(1994) found that un weighted species richness offered the
best option for representing maximum antelope species in
minimal area when there are only a limited number of sites
which may be chosen for reservation and noted that
un weighted species richness coincidentally also represented a
significant amount of antelope taxonomic diversity. Although
it is encouraging to find such a high level of overlap between
these different approaches, many rare species may be missed
if using only the most species-rich sites for assigning conservation value. We agree that species richness alone is not efficient and that, ideally. estimates of species richness should be
coupled to some form of rarity and/or endemicity weighting
before being incorporated into conservation priority assessments and reserve selection algorithms.
The results presented here summarize patterns of spec ies
richness and distribution of a complete regional terrestrial
mammalian fauna. Although there are inadequacies in the
datahases employed, no other comprehensive datasets exist
for mammals of the region. Assessment of conservation value
and prioritization of areas of particular value to the protected
area network will benefit greatly from increased surveys and
knowledge of the distributions of species both within and outside the borders of formal conservation areas (Dickman ct al.
1993). Importanlly these surveys should be stratified across
environmental and ecological gradients, be carried out regularly to detect seasonal and long-term trends, and be able to
detect the variety of species present (Dickman et al. 1993).

Where to from here?
Efforts to protect total overall regional biodiversity may not
be entirely feasible, and many remaining pristine undisturbed
habitat islands are likely to be lost. Reservation of such
patches will be extremely difficult to defend in the face of the
current socio-economic and political climate in South Africa.
It is under these conditions that effective conservation planning must be implemented to maximize the effectiveness and
usefulness of protected area networks in encompassing
regional biodiversity. A prerequisite is to obtain data at a consistent level of resolution (McKenzie et al. 1989), and to identify and target gaps for conservation actions (Margules &
Stein 1989), Importantly, biodiversity conservation does not
stop at the establishment of a representative reserve network,
but is dependent on management of protected areas and the
surrounding lands. as well as continued monitoring (Lomolino 1994).
Increasing pressures on the maintenance of biodiversity
(limited land area, competition from competing land uses,
cost and time constraints) require quick decisions and are
increasingly reliant on more and more detailed information
which often does not yet exist, or must be compiled from
scattered sources. Seemingly simple collation of such data
from primary and secondary sources is not an easy task, and
requires inter-institutional arrangements and agreements and
good systems design for data storage and retrieval. Issues
such as standardization of collection and sturage mechanisms,
estimates of data accuracy and age. data-sharing guidelines
and the possible establishment of central databases or networks should be addressed. The possibility of identifying and
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using indicator taxa to reflcct the general richness patterns
across taxonomic groups should not be ruled out. In the face
of incomplete inventory data, which may never be complete,
this may represent a realistic approach towards identifying
specie~-rich priority sites.
Although we emphasize the need to collect morc detailed
data relating to species distributions, this does not condemn
past attempts at identifying priority conservation areas. However, we wish to highlight the basic flaws in existing available
datasets, both primary survey data and particularly data using
distribution maps in regional reserve selection methods.
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Appendix 1 List of mammal species occurring within
the Transvaal region
Specie~

Species No

name

Point db

Map db

Appendix 1 List of mammal species occurring within
the Transvaal region (Continued)
07l

Myotis tricolor

on
071

Pipi.I·/reilUI kuh/Ii

340

Pipistrel/us anchielai

074

Pipistreilus rustiCUJ

075

Pipi.l'trellus nanu.I'

076

Pipi,lIfeilus rueppel/Ii

077

Chulin%his varil:"/iatu,I'

079

Laephoti.I' holnmnae

0<2

Eptesicu.l· hottentotus

083

Epte.ricu.l" melckllrum

OK5

Eptesicu.l"

,l'IImU[ILu.I

002

Myo.wro: cuJer

086

DOl

MYfI.I(}ro; vurius

087

S(()tophUu.l

004

SunnH IixUJ

088

Scotophilu.l dinganll

089

ScofIJphilu.l" horhonicu.1

09<)

Nycticeiu.I' schliejfenii

vari!la

ni~vifU

DO'

SU!lC!H

006

SunCUJ injimleximus

D07

CmciJuf{J muriquensis

092

Kerivoula argentaw

DOS

Crociduru JUfcomuri!lQ

091

Kerivoula lano.w

009

CmcidurIl mU'luussiensis

096

Nycrenr WOOdl

010

CrocidurIl cyaneu

098

Nvcrens thehaica

011

CmcidurIl ,Iilacea

'DO

Rhino/llphu,I' hildehrandtii

0'2

Cmcidum J/uvesce1u

101

Rhin%phu.\ [umigatu.\-

0,4

Crocidura hirru

102

Rhin%phuJ

0[6

Ateferix fronfUlis

103

Rhinll/ophuJ darlin/.:i

OlB

Chf1'mspalax villIJsus

'04

Rhin%phus lander!

026

Chlllmwlpa .rcluteri

105

Rhin%phuJ h/a.rii

027

Cu/coch[oris IJhtu.I'imstri;

107

RhinIJlophus SImulator

02R

Aml:>/r.romu.r J.:unninJ.:i

109

Rhino!ophus .l"winnvi

029

Amblywmu,\- iris

liD

Hif/pliSidenH commefSlJni

030

Amblysomu.l' hollentll/u,I'

III

Hippilsidems mffer

03[

Amhly.wmus juUanae

112

C/IJeotij' percivali

0]2

PetmdmmuJ tetradacrylus

114

Ow/emur crassicaudatu.l

035

Elephantulus hrachvrhvnchu.\

115

Ga!u~o

0)6

ElephiJntu/us rupestris

117

Pllpio ursinlH

037

Elephantulu.l' intuft

Cercopithecus aerhiopI

,

,

,

,

cliv/JJu~J

moho/i

0311

Efephnntulus myuru.\·

"'

120

Cen'opithecus mitis

040

EpOlrwphoru., wahfheq\i

'21

Man!.\' temmlflckii

041

Eplimllphllru.I' cr\'pturus

122

l.epu,l' capen..l-i.l"

045

Eidolon he/vum

123

Ll:"pus .l'Uxuti/uPmnIJ/aJ.:U.I'rupeJtris

,
,

046

Rousetrus aeJ.:yptiw:us

124

049

Taphol.ous nwuritianu.l"

125

Pmno/u1(U,\' cr(Jssicaudatu.l'

050

Taph()l.lIus per[orutUJ

126

Pmno/ugu,\' rundefl.l-iI

052

Sauromys petrophUuJ

132

CryptomYJ hottenlotu.l

054

Tadarida (Mops) midas

133

Georynchus capensi,I'

055

Tadarida (Mops) (()ndyluru

134

HyJtrix uJricueauJ'/ra/i,r

05'1

Tudaridu (Chaerephon) pumila

IJ5

Pedetes capefl.l·is

06'

Tudaridu (Tadarida) venlralis

LJ6

GraphiuruI (Graphiuru.l) (Jcu/aFi.\

062

Tuduridu (Tudarida) Julminans

137

Graphiuru.1

06]

Tadarida (Tadarida) aegyptiaca

138

(lraphiuru.I' (Ciavlgii.r) murinu.l'

064

Tadurrda (Chaerrphon) aflSorgei

140

Xeru.I'inauri,\'

066

Miniopteru.l" JraterculuJ

145

Puruxeru.\' apapi

067

MiniopteruJ ,fchreiher,\'ii

147

Thryonllmys .ylt'inderianus

068

Myotis we/witJchii

(Clavl~ljsJ

platyop.\'

,
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152

D/umy .. lamina/uJ

153

Otom.)'.\' aflXonien.\'is

156

Otom)'.\' irron:Jlu,\'

157

OtomY.I' .l'lrl!l~erli

160

Acom,l's ,lpi!lIJsi,\"simuJ

161

Acomp SUhSPlflPI'II.,

,
,
,
,
,

162

Lemni,ITomvs ro.ralia
Rhahdomys pumilio

165

Dasvmy.\' in['()mtlls

166

Grammomys comt'lt'.I'

,
,

167

Grl1mmomy.\" dplh huris

,

171

Mus indurus

172

Mus minur{lide,\'

174

Maslomy,\' nala/ensis

177

Thallomy.> pat"dulrus

)44

TiwllomY,I' f1I~ricauda

,
,
,

,

1115

Dt'.I'modillu,\ auriculari.,-

,
,
,

1>6

Dnmlldillus {laehl1

,

179

Aelf10mys namaqut'!Isis

181

Aetf1omy.I' chry.wphilus

190

,
,

[92

Tatera hrant,ll!

194

M)'.nmm.\'J alhicauda/u,l"

195

CricelOmys xamhianu:,

,
,
,

,

163

343
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,
,

,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,

197

Maiam/hnx r),pica

,
,
,

'"

Dendronllu nyi/wt'

,

,

,

,
,

196

199

Dendromu,I'me/anolis

,
,

200

Dendromus mesome!a.r

2UI

Dendromwl ml'.I'lacali.I'

21)2

SleaJ(lmrs prUlen.\'IS

204

SrearomY·I'ic.reh,l-ii

,

,
,

206

Pt'lmmY,W-u,1 collinus

,

,

244

Pm/I'll's cri.l'lI1/us

,

,
,
,
,

245

Hyaena hrunnea

246

Crveura crocu/a

247

A['inulIyxjuhwu,l'

248

Pantnera pardu,l'

249

Pall/hem {I'll

,
,
,

250

Fe!i.I' (arm'al

,

251

Ft:lil'!yhICa

252

Ft:li,'ni}iflpe,I'

25]

Ft:li,I'serva!

255

OtocYlin mC}ia!o/i,1

256

L)'eaon pic/u.\'

257

VUlpes (huma

258

Canl.\' adu.I/u.I'

259

Cani,l mc,wmC/a.l'

26U

Alln\,X capen.I-i.I'

261

LU/flJ ma('uliclllli,I

262

MeilivuflJ capen;-,.\'

26]

Poecilo/ia[e alhinU(:ha

,
,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

,

,
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264

humyx str(tJtus

266

Cil,t,ttietis civetta

267

Gel!e/ta genetta

268

Gene//(J ti/irina

269

SUfl(lJla .\'UricalltJ

270

PlJracyniLli.l'se/tlu,q

272

CyniC/i,l' peniCllIlJtu

273

Jlerpe.I'IC.I'ichncumon

274

Galerella .wnguinelJ

275

Galerella puh'erulenlu

276

Rhynehllgu/e melfer!

277

khlleumia alhicauda

278

Ali/a_l paludino.\'u.I'

279
280

Ile/ogale pan'u/a

m

Oryc/eropus aJa

289

Lo wdrmta afrir:ana

,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,

,

,
,
,

290

Proral'ia capen,l'lX

292

lIeterohyrax hruce!

295

Ceratotherium Jimum

2%

Direfl!s hieamis

298

£'1UU.I' hurchelli

299

PlllamochllefUJ porr:u.\'

)00

pnac(J('hoeru.l' aethiopicu.\'

]02

HIppopotamus amphlhius

303

Gzrajja came!oparda{!.r

]05

C"nnochaeles KfllIU

]06

COlln()chaele,llI1urinu.I'

]08

Alu:laphu.\' hU,I'e!aphu,I'

,

]09

DlJmaliscu,I' don-aI' dOf{'IJ.I'

341

DlJmaliscu,I' don'",,' phillipsl

,
,

310

DamlJ/iscus /unatu.l'

,
,

312

Ceplw/ophu.l'I!t.I/(Jiensi,l·

,

]])

Syil'jcapra grimmllJ

314

Anlidorcas maf.l'upiuli,l'

315

Oremragw,ore(/lraKU.l'

JI7

Ourehia ourehi

] III

Ruphiu.'rus campOlfl.l'

320

Ruphlcerus .I'harpei

,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,

,

,

,
,
,

,
,

,
,
,

,
,

,

326

,

,

327

,

]21

Nell/ragus mo,l('hatus

322

Aep)'ceros me!umpuJ

324

Peleu mprelliuJ

325

Hippolra~u,~

equinu\'

328

SyncerU,l' c.rJjjer

329

Traxdaphu,f stnp.I'ieero,1

,
,

,

331
332

,

Traxdaphu,f scrip/us

333

Taurotragu,1' OT', r

,

334

Reduflca arundinum

,

Redullra fuil'IIfUJU/11

,

Kohu.\ d!ip.l'ipryml!u.I'

,

,

